these animal subjects served her "as metaphors for the human predicament." 26

The remainder of this study will outline how, when viewed together, Bonheur's masculinized self-portrayals with animals, her sympathetic portrayals of animals alone, and her own statements and actions suggest that her animal subjects functioned as a vehicle for abstract concepts that could be publicly visualized at the time only in compromised or coded forms. For her, as for many of her contemporaries, animals figured simultaneously as symbols of freedom in their own right; as surrogates for the desire for an equivalent social freedom on the part of women in general; and as surrogate for a parallel desire on the part of gender-deviant women (and men) in particular for release from constricting norms of masculinity and femininity.

To begin on the fundamental level of visual and iconographic analysis, Bonheur's treatment of her subjects differs sharply from the mainstream tradition of animal painting. Several contemporaries noted approvingly the same qualities identified by Boime, Ashton, and others: her rejection of anthropomorphization and sentimental narrative in favor of depicting her subjects "mainly for themselves rather than as accessories to people." 27 This contrast can be briefly illustrated by comparison with Landseer, whose popularity rested on his tendency to humanize domestic animals and highlight their subservience to their masters. In his portrait of Queen Victoria at Windsor Castle with her husband and infant daughter, he sentimentalized the royal pet dogs as domesticated adjuncts to cozy heterosexuality, equating them with lovable but bumptious children, and he also presented animals as objects of human sport—the dead game birds that Prince Albert displays on the carpet. Although Bonheur admired Landseer, she most often portrayed animals alone and independent in their natural habitat. When she titled one watercolor study of lions Royalty at Home [13], she meant the animals' own home, in which they ruled, not the human world to which they sometimes had to submit. Even when her animals are under human control, as in The Horse Fair, she is
more interested than Landseer in the horses' almost untameable strength and individuality. 28

The same contrast can be seen in portrayals of single creatures. The identity and value of Landseer's sheepdog is summed up in the title of his 1837 picture The Old Shepherd's Chief Mourner [14]: dog as "Fido," the faithful companion who loves its owner even in his uncomprehended absence. On the other hand, Bonheur, in choosing subjects like The Wounded Eagle, followed earlier artists such as Stubbs and Barye, who exalted wild creatures' fierce and courageous survival in their own habitat. Ruskin captured the essence of Bonheur's approach, though he did it by way of a criticism of her for failing to realize that "there is in every animal's eye a dim image and gleam of humanity . . . through which their life looks out and up to our great mystery of command over them." 29

Ruskin's perceptive but value-laden comment suggests that Bonheur's characterization of animals rested on a radically different conception of the relationship between animal and human or, more broadly, between nature and culture. This polarity, which preoccupied the century of Dar-}

13. Rosa Bonheur, Royalty at Home, watercolor, 1885. Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Gift of Funds from the Ziegler Corporation.
creasing reduction in wildlife habitats and the enclosure of both domestic and wild animals within the discourse and praxis of taxonomy, systematic breeding, and zoos. Simultaneously, the rise of the women’s movement was accompanied by the medical establishment’s efforts to increase control over women in gynecology, obstetrics, and psychiatry. Similarly, homosexual and other terms were coined in the 1860s as conceptual alternatives to the emerging psychiatric model of homosexuality as a mental disorder; their invention was explicitly linked to the first agitation for legal emancipation of homosexuals, focused on repeal of the Prussian law prohibiting sodomy, the “crime against nature.”

All of these contested social relations were of great importance to Bonheur as an animal lover and a cross-dressing lesbian woman seeking masculine independence and prerogatives. She did not, then, turn to animal imagery simply faute de mieux; she was also tapping an established discourse that offered a symbolic arena for her personal concerns. Her statements on animals and gender, as well as her actions and her paintings, indicate that her sympathies in these controversies were clearly with the libertarian camp. Although the connections she drew between these discourses are at times only indirectly evident, it is not surprising that she seldom theorized directly about such charged topics. In addition to the general social pressure toward public conformity, Bonheur was temperamentally disinclined to abstraction. Her friend Prince Georges Stirbey remembered that although Bonheur was deeply spiritual, “If you spoke to her of complex dogmas, she was no longer able to follow you. It was her heart rather than her mind that governed her in these matters.”

Nonetheless, there is ample evidence of Bonheur’s irreverent distrust of traditional religion, social custom, and secular authority, veering between bemusement and contempt. She read widely (if intermittently) in science and considered herself a pantheist. She believed in the androgynous God-Goddess of Saint-Simonians, and “was not a member of the Church, never attended mass and probably inherited from her father her thoroughly independent attitude toward Catholicism.” The Princess Stirbey recalled that Bonheur “did fulminate against many tenets” of the
church. Although scholars often point to Bonheur’s increasing political conservatism, this charge applies only to her sympathy for her Bona-parti supporters after their dethronement in 1870. Reared among socialist-feminist utopians, she was less a conservative than a disillusioned skeptic. As early as 1867 she termed the state of society “almost always sad or entirely comic,” and later wrote sarcastically, “I look out of my rat’s hole to see how the humanitarian geniuses arrange together again the systems which they have pulled down. Let us hope they will make the universe perfect.”

On a first level, then, Bonheur’s legendary love for animals “reflects her anti-social attitudes.” She believed that animals had souls and she shared the viewpoint of many contemporaries that they were “symbolic of uncivilized nature.” What they enjoyed, although it was increasingly threatened, was a primeval liberty that she too sought from cultural domination.

Bonheur’s home was a virtual menagerie of species, many of which were allowed to run free. She and Micas took motherly care of their brood, and Bonheur was active in the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. Her love of hunting earned her the sobriquet “The Diana of Fontainebleau,” after the unmarried goddess who roamed the woods with bow and arrow; but she seldom actually participated in the kill, and her woodland walks were as often with sketch pad as rifle. She wrote a long poem on the myth of Actaeon, whom Diana turned into a stag for intruding on her all-female world. In that poem, significantly, she identifies with the male victim, focuses on the stag’s predicament, and fantasizes that he will escape from the hunters.

Animals were not targets for her so much as spiritual surrogates. In correspondence, she identified herself with numerous species, from wrens to boars to fish, turtles, and donkeys. She wrote her sister after a riding accident that “I had a narrow shave of breaking my fore-paw,” and signed a letter to a brother, whom she once addressed as “my fellow-horse,” “your old animal of a sister.” On the most direct level, then, her self-portrait in Gathering for the Hunt represents the image of a woman who sought through adopting masculine garb both to lay claim to, and facilitate, the adventurous outdoor life of Diana and its opportunity for communing on largely peaceable terms with her beloved natural creatures in a shared liberty.

More profoundly, she also saw, as did many others at the time, significant connections between the plight of animals and the oppression of women. The ideology that sought to restrict women’s freedom to a narrowly defined and powerless domestic sphere was couched, like the ideology of animal control, in terms of nature. Relying on the Darwinian-scientificist theory that “biology dictated destiny,” male theorists held that “a woman’s nature . . . anchor[ed] her to the home.” As Chadwick has outlined, the popular novel Black Beauty (1877) drew a parallel between the arbitrary and sometimes cruel control over animals and the powerlessness of women against male social theorists, legislators, and doctors, and “by 1900 women supported the antivisitation movement in numbers exceeded only by their numbers in suffrage societies.”

Bonheur was outspokenly aware that assertions about female limitations ascribed to nature qualities that were defined and enforced by culture. Her pointed comments on the superiority of women are epitomized by her well-known remark, “In the way of males, I like only the bulls I paint.” She viewed traditional female occupations as imprisoning, using an animal metaphor when explaining to Klumpke her good fortune at being able to “free myself” from “the fetters that weigh on [young women] in Europe.” Her account of Bonheur’s statement that “the horse is but a slave” abused by mankind is followed immediately by Klumpke’s own rhetorical question, “Will anyone be surprised that a frequent subject of Rosa Bonheur’s conversation was the place given to women in contemporary society?” Of her abortive apprenticeship to a dressmaker she explained, “Above all, I preferred my liberty.” Marriage, the sole alternative to such employment, also reduced women to prisoners of men. Bonheur wrote to the Princess Stirbey regarding her daughter’s career choice, “She’s right to prefer art to marriage,
which more often than not takes a woman in,”
adding sarcastically, “however, I don’t despise this natural institution among all animals, and so useful to men, who would mope to death without wives” (my emphasis).  

When speaking specifically of her cross-dressing, animals again provided Bonheur with an image of both social constraint and imagined freedom. She felt herself imprisoned by conventional female clothing, just as animals are bound by human control, complaining in a jocular letter of 1864 that she was “tethered” to By awaiting a visit from the emperor, and “I have to endure the trying on of a dress with a train, and to be alert lest I am surprised in trousers and blouse... I indulge in serious meditations on liberty... So you can imagine... how fine I must be in harness.” Thirty years later, forced into similarly formal costume for a family wedding, she described it as “my gala harness.” Given Bonheur’s repeated expressions about embodiment as an animal struggling to break free, it is tempting to read the rearing white horse in the exact center of The Horse Fair, who champs at the male-held bridle, as a dramatic double for Bonheur, who sits just to the right of this horse, with her face and eye turned toward us at the same angle.  

In the last three decades of the century, theories of homosexuality and gender variance that were not yet formulated at the time of The Horse Fair, and which remain largely implicit in Bonheur’s own imagery, were explicitly articulated by others. If Bonheur’s photographs of her masculine persona were part of a first stage in carving out a private space for alternative identities, a second and more self-consciously political phase shifted its interventions from the private to the public sphere. The homosexual emancipation movement that began in Germany demanded not merely a right to privacy but full legal acceptance—a right, as with animals and women, to “expressions of feeling unencumbered by social constraints.”  

Although the Judeo-Christian moral code that condemned homosexuality and gender deviance (in Aquinas’s terms) as “against nature” began to lose force during the Enlightenment, similar presuppositions underlay the emerging medical-scientific discourse, which treated these phenomena as a disease or developmental abnormality. The legions of women who cross-dressed in the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, whether heterosexual or lesbian, framed their self-concepts within and against this discourse. Deborah Sampson Garnett, an American who had masqueraded as a man to fight in the Revolutionary War, recalled that by so doing she had grasped an opportunity which custom and the world [i.e., culture] seemed to deny, as a natural privilege. ... A new world now opened to my view, the objects of which seemed as important as the transition before [to male attire] seemed unnatural.  

As late as 1879, in her study of cross-dressing or Amazon-like Female Warriors, the English suffragist Ellen Clayton still had to “criticize the notion that any woman who refused an identity as a passive and subservient female was ‘masculine’ and therefore unnatural.”  

The emergence of a radical alternative paradigm for this debate occurred too late to have any formative effect on Bonheur’s life or imagery, but it followed logically from her own ideas. Moreover, the leaders of this movement were well aware of her and eager to claim this prominent and successful figure as a personification of their theories. Figure 15 shows an engraving of Bonheur taken, as the caption notes, “from the last photograph” of her. A memorial tribute to the recently deceased artist, it was published in 1900 as the frontispiece to an annual journal of homosexual research, the Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen, edited by Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld. The legend calls her a “mentally and physically pronounced example of a sexual intermediate [Zwischenstufe].”  

Hirschfeld, a sexologist and early homosexual rights advocate, founded the activist Scientific-Humanitarian Committee in Berlin in 1897, as well as a pioneering research center later destroyed by the Nazis, the Institute for Sexual Science (a forerunner to the Kinsey Institute). Zwischenstufe was his coinage for homosexual; countering the prevailing medical-legal view that homosexuality was a deviation from bipolar gen-
It is not known whether Bonheur had any knowledge of Hirschfeld's activities or ideas. But similar concepts and images had already been current among her Saint-Simonian family, whose sect developed androgynous clothing styles and sex roles and believed that Christ had both male and female personas. Her own language bespeaks parallel assumptions about a "man within a woman": in correspondence she referred to herself playfully as "brother" and "grandson," and commented on the ambiguity of her public gender identity: "It amuses me to see how puzzled the people are."45

In conclusion, it is now possible to draw together the threads of Bonheur's implicit alternative vision as it pertained to herself, her beloved animals, and her social conflict as a woman and a gender deviant. To her, nature, in all its diversity and spiritual beauty, transcended any attempt by human culture to categorize and control it. Animals are ideally free from such constraint, and she herself is, like all animals, a part of nature, not an anomaly worthy of ridicule and surveillance. Her distinctive portrayal of the animal kingdom—her sympathy for its intrinsic nobility independent of human terms of reference—was as far as she could go in the 1850s toward articulating an embryonic conception of the natural in which lesbianism and cross-dressing, too, would be explicable and hence acceptable.

The fact that Bonheur's self-portraits in male disguise among the animals remained unnoticed for well over a century attests to the persistence of the dominant nineteenth-century construction of the lesbian body as socially and artistically invisible. That she painted even a few such discreet but subversive self-images testifies to her desire to construct an alternative reality, one toward which Hirschfeld and others were soon to move more consciously. Given the limited development and scope of this creative strategy prior to the emergence of an activist community, it is not surprising that she largely displaced her aesthetic gaze onto nonhuman subjects, which served her as surrogates for a fantasy of liberty that could not yet be fully conceived or publicly represented.

Ruskin found Bonheur's tendency to background the human figure "disagreeable," but I
think we can conclude that Bonheur herself found the necessity of doing so even more disagreeable. The Horse Fair, Gathering for the Hunt, and their penumbra of biographical images constitute a document of struggle, ambivalence, and compromise: between an emerging feminist and lesbian identity and the artist’s dependence on popular approval, state control, and aristocratic support. To claim, as Ruskin did, that Bonheur was not a great painter because she “shrank from painting the human face,” without examining what faces she was permitted to show the world and to look at, in her life and her art, is inadequate either as art criticism or history.

The modern homosexual emancipation movement was just beginning in Bonheur’s old age. We can only speculate how this august yet embattled woman, who had lived half her life before the term “homosexual” was coined, may have reacted to the news of a movement like Magnus Hirschfeld’s, which held out hope of a legitimacy and tolerance she had never dreamed fully possible. But whatever Bonheur’s level of conscious motivation in 1853, her self-portrait in The Horse Fair now provides visual testimony both to the first steps toward the construction of a public lesbian identity and to how narrow was the path those first steps had to tread.
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